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ABSTRACT

Categories and Subject Descriptors

Bloom’s taxonomy of the cognitive domain and the SOLO
taxonomy are being increasingly widely used in the design and
assessment of courses, but there are some drawbacks to their use
in computer science. This paper reviews the literature on
educational taxonomies and their use in computer science
education, identifies some of the problems that arise, proposes a
new taxonomy and discusses how this can be used in
application-oriented courses such as programming.

K.3.2 Computer and Information Science Education

General Terms
None

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
Educational taxonomies are a useful tool in developing learning
objectives and assessing student attainment. They can also be
deployed in educational research, for example to classify test
items and investigate the range of learning these are measuring.
The well-known educational taxonomies are generic and rely on
the assumption that the hierarchy of learning outcomes is the
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techniques to better guide students to accomplish a certain
learning stage.

same in all subjects, from art history to zoology. However,
taxonomies are not simple to use and researchers find it hard to
reach agreement on the classification of items, which limits their
benefits to instructors [27]. This paper reports the work of an
ITiCSE Working Group investigating the hypothesis that the
hierarchy of learning outcomes in computer science is not well
captured by existing generic taxonomies and that computer
science education would be better served by the development of
a computer science-specific taxonomy.

Learning taxonomies have been used in many other contexts,
such as introducing students to a learning taxonomy to raise
their awareness and improve their level of understanding and
their studying techniques [16,71]. They are also used to
structure exercises in computer-based and computer-assisted
instruction [21,36].

1.4 Weaknesses of taxonomies from a CS
standpoint

1.2 What is an educational taxonomy?
A taxonomy is a classification system that is ordered in some
way. Linnaeus’s taxonomy arranged living organisms into a treestructured hierarchy. This gave biologists a tool to help them
understand the relationship between members of the plant and
animal kingdoms and to communicate accurately about them [7].
Taxonomies of educational objectives can similarly be used to
provide a shared language for describing learning outcomes and
performance in assessments. Unlike the biological taxonomy,
educational taxonomies are not usually tree-structured. To a
greater or lesser extent they divide educational objectives into
three domains, cognitive, affective and psychomotor. Some, such
as Bloom’s taxonomy, treat each of these as a one-dimensional
continuum [7], others, like the revised Bloom’s taxonomy,
describe the cognitive domain using a matrix [3]. Yet others,
like the SOLO taxonomy, use a set of categories that describe a
mixture of quantitative and qualitative differences between the
performance of students [5] and there are also taxonomies that
claim they can be applied equally to all three domains.

Learning taxonomies, particularly Bloom’s taxonomy of the
cognitive domain, have had a considerable impact on curriculum
and assessment design in the last fifty years. However, this does
not mean that their use is unproblematic. The classification of a
specific learning outcome or test item depends on its context. A
task that challenges the analysis and synthesis skills of a
beginner becomes routine application of knowledge for a more
advanced learner. Similarly, a student who has been taught how
to solve a problem that is extremely similar to the test item will
demonstrate skills lower in the taxonomic order than one who is
solving it from first principles. This is a generic problem but
computer science-specific difficulties also manifest themselves.
Johnson and Fuller [27] found that colleagues disagreed about
the relative difficulty of cognitive tasks in computer science. A
significant proportion felt that it is easier to apply knowledge to
solve simple problems than to describe this knowledge. They
also found that computer science instructors did not find the
terms synthesis and evaluation useful in describing learning
outcomes and assessment tasks for programming courses,
especially at the introductory level, instead seeing the
application of knowledge as the highest skill that they should be
developing. Close questioning revealed that application, as used
by these colleagues, did in fact subsume analysis, synthesis and
evaluation, leading Johnson and Fuller to propose a revised
taxonomy with higher application as the highest level.

1.3 What taxonomies are used for
Learning taxonomies describe and categorize the stages in
cognitive, affective and other dimensions that an individual may
be at as part of a learning process. Paraphrasing Biggs [6], we
can say that they help with “understanding about understanding”
and “communicating about understanding”. Thus learning
taxonomies can be seen as a language which can be used in a
variety of educational contexts.

Lahtinen’s recent work [37] shows that the ordering of cognitive
tasks in Bloom’s taxonomy is a very poor fit for the learning
trajectories of some students tackling programming for the first
time. In addition, the use of taxonomies is concentrated on the
cognitive domain, even though learning in the affective domain
is also essential for the formation of computer science
practitioners. These problems led the working group to
investigate whether a subject specific taxonomy would be of
more use to computer science instructors than the existing
generic ones.

Learning taxonomies can be used to define the curriculum
objectives of a course, so that it is not only described on the
basis of the topics to be covered, but also in terms of the desired
level of understanding for each topic [48]. Computing programs
accredited by ABET have to be specified in terms of measurable
objectives, including expected outcomes for graduates [14].
More generally, the use of learning outcomes is mandated in the
countries of the European Higher Education Area [1,8,68] and is
increasingly prevalent in the US and elsewhere [15].
Learning taxonomies are widely used to describe the learning
stages at which a learner is operating for a certain topic. For
example, a student may be capable of reciting by heart what
recursion is but not capable of implementing a recursive
algorithm. An instructor may aim to have his or her students
learn a topic at a certain level in a taxonomy (e.g. students may
be expected to be able to comprehend the concept of recursion
without necessarily applying it). Once this has been done, the
instructor can assess students at the chosen level through a
suitable choice of questions or examples [39]. This approach is
encouraged by teacher-trainers [26]. Furthermore, the students’
answers can be analyzed as belonging to one level or another;
such answers can help the instructor revise his or her teaching

1.5 Methodology
In order to investigate this hypothesis, our working group has
reviewed a number of taxonomies described in the educational
literature, together with the range of uses to which they are put.
We have also reviewed studies in the computer science
education research literature that use one or more taxonomies as
an analytic tool. In addition we have looked at the practice of
assessment in computer science both for novice programming
and in two other typical subject areas, drawing on the experience
of members of the working group and their colleagues. We have
used this evidence to propose a new, computer science-specific
taxonomy and to make recommendations about how it might be
used. We concentrated on the cognitive domain because that is
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the area in which there is existing research on the use of
taxonomies in computer science.

knowledge, D. Metacognitive knowledge. This provides a
matrix into which learning objectives are mapped.

2. REVIEW OF EXISTING TAXONOMIES
Educational researchers have developed a range of taxonomies,
developmental stages and instructional design strategies aimed
at helping educators develop learning outcomes, educational
resources, and assessments. These taxonomies have been based
on a range of educational theories and research. Readers
interested in the theoretical foundations for the taxonomies
reviewed by the working group should direct their attention to
the referenced papers.

2.1 Cognitive domain
2.1.1 Bloom and revision
Of these taxonomies, the most widely cited in the literature
reviewed by the working group is the original Bloom’s
taxonomy [7]. Bloom’s taxonomy has six categories, where each
category builds on the lower ones:

Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy [67]

1. Knowledge
2. Comprehension
3. Application
4. Analysis
5. Synthesis
6. Evaluation
Bloom’s taxonomy has since been revised by Anderson et al [3].
The authors changed the nouns listed in the Bloom’s model into
verbs, to correspond with the ways learning objectives are
typically described.

2.1.2 Niemierko , Tollingerova, Bespalko

Abilities
and skills

Other taxonomies of learning objectives have extended Bloom’s
taxonomy.

Categories

Cognitive processes

1. Remember

Recognizing, Recalling

2. Understand

Interpreting, Exemplifying, Classifying,
Summarizing, Inferring, Comparing, Explaining
Executing, Implementing

3. Apply

Niemierko and others claim that the three highest Bloom
categories (higher thinking processes) cannot be ordered
hierarchically in science subjects [50]. This has been used for
the development of curricula in e.g. Slovakia, the Czech
Republic and Poland [35]. He developed the “ABC” taxonomy
of learning objectives [50] that are organized in two dimensions:

4. Analyze

Differentiating, Organizing, Attributing

5. Evaluate

Checking, Critiquing

6. Create

Generating, Planning, Producing

Levels

Categories of learning objectives

I. Knowledge

A. Remembering of knowledge
B. Understanding of knowledge

II. Abilities

C. Application of knowledge in typical problem situations

and skills

D. Application of knowledge in unfamiliar problem situations

Niemierko’s “ABC” taxonomy of learning objectives [50]
Applications in category D include the analysis, synthesis, and
evaluation categories of Bloom’s taxonomy.

Revised Bloom’s taxonomy [3]

Tollingerova’s taxonomy [35] has five, hierarchically-ordered
operation categories : 1. memory reproduction of knowledge,
2. easy thought operations with knowledge, 3. difficult thought
operations with knowledge, 4. communication of knowledge, 5.
creative thinking

These taxonomies do not define a sequence of instruction but
define levels of performance that might be expected for any
given content element. A learner performing at a higher level is
expected to be able to perform at the lower levels in the
cognitive hierarchy. This could be interpreted as implying a
sequential learning process. However, the taxonomy doesn’t rule
out the use of an iterative approach to learning the content.

According to Bespalko learning objectives can be expressed in
two stages of abstraction and four activity levels [35, 50]:
I. Reproductive activities: 1. recognition (identification), 2.
reproduction

The authors of the revised taxonomy acknowledge that there is a
possible overlap in terms of the cognitive complexity among the
higher level categories of the hierarchy. However, the midpoint
of each of the higher level categories is seen as being more
complex than the lower category [32,67]. For example, the
cognitive process of Explaining in the Understand category may
require a higher cognitive load than Executing in the Apply
category in some contexts.

II. Productive
(transformation)

activities:

3.

application,

4.

creativity

2.1.3 Critical thinking
Some researchers see Bloom’s taxonomy as not giving enough
emphasis to aspects of critical thinking. Critical thinking goes
beyond the cognitive categories of the original Bloom’s
taxonomy to incorporate attributes of reflective judgment with
respect to the value of what is being learned and to make

A key difference between the revised taxonomy and the original
taxonomy is that the type of knowledge elements is also defined:
A. Factual knowledge, B. Conceptual knowledge, C. Procedural
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skills, or underlying values. The taxonomy can be used to
establish the relationships expected between these different
types of content. It is left up to the assessor or course designer to
define the type of content expected.

judgments on the reliability and authority of the associated
knowledge.
The reflective judgement taxonomy by King and Kitchener has a
total of seven stages that fall into three groups indicative of prereflective thought (Stages 1-3), quasireflective thought (Stages 4
and 5), and reflective thought (Stages 6 and 7) [29].

The SOLO levels are:
§

Facione’s critical thinking taxonomy is more closely aligned
with Bloom’s taxonomy. It lists six critical thinking skills with
appropriate sub-skills. To become a good critical thinker
exhibiting self regulation, the person must engage in
interpretation, analysis, evaluation, inference, explanation, and
meta-cognitive self-regulation [18]. The revised Bloom’s
taxonomy [3] endeavours to capture some of these skills through
the use of the knowledge dimensions and the inclusion of the
meta-cognitive knowledge.

§
§
§

§

2.2 Unified domain taxonomy
There have been a number of attempts to produce a taxonomy
that covers the cognitive (C), affective (A) and psychomotor (P)
domains. The work of De Block [35] is an example of this
approach:

Prestructural – not related to topic – disjoint – missed the
point
Unistructural – simple meaning, naming, focussing on one
issue in a complex case
Multistructural – ‘shopping list’ – disorganised collection
of items
Relational – understanding, using a concept that integrates
a collection of data, understanding how to apply the
concept to a familiar data set or to a problem
Extended abstract – relating to existing principle, so that
unseen problems can be handled, going beyond existing
principles [5,6].

In defining these categories, Biggs and Collis [5] use three
crucial characteristics. These are:
1.

capacity – how many things are handled in the content
– “a quantitative increase in what is grasped” [6]
2. relating operation – the way in which the content is
related to the intended purpose – the integration of the
components within the content
3. consistency and closure – the drawing of conclusions
or bringing to closure that is consistent
Using SOLO in assessment can provide a mechanism for holistic
marking [69,70]. However, Biggs [6] provides examples of
assessment strategies that use items targeted at specific SOLO
levels as well as more holistic strategies.

1

Knowledge
C: Repeat, define, show, name, etc.
A: Listen to opinion of others, accept notes, realize, etc.
P: Show, imitate, understand sound, smell, taste, etc.
2 Understanding
C: Describe, characterize, say in own words, explain,
compare, etc.
A: Accept opinions of others, answer questions, react to
rules correctly, ask relevant questions, participate, etc.
P: Demonstrate a principle, put together and disassemble
something that is known, etc.
3 Application
C: Solve, calculate, number, translate, illustrate, analyze,
make, etc.
A: React to rules automatically, accept norms and values,
cooperate in a group, apply norms and rules, etc.
P: Make, produce, try, repair, adapt, cook, cut, put together
and disassemble something that is new, etc.
4 Integration
C: Design, create, summarize, judge, decide, plan, etc.
A: React to rules spontaneously, apply norms spontaneously
and behave under rules, initiate cooperation, find
satisfaction in behavior and work under society’s rules,
etc.
P: Perform an activity fluently, without hesitation, without
mistakes, automatically; work precisely, quickly, etc.
Niemierko [50] describes the possibility of synthesizing an
overall educational taxonomy.

The lower levels of the SOLO taxonomy (unistructural and
multistructural) can be used to focus on individual items or
attributes of what is being assessed. The higher levels with their
emphasis on integration and extension of principles require a
broader range of content or attributes to be examined.
The SOLO taxonomy makes no attempt to infer a cognitive
processing level although it might be argued that to perform at a
relational level or an extended abstract level involves greater
cognitive processing than that required for unistructural or
multistructural since the learners not only have to be able to
recall items, they have to show the relationship among items
(relational) and draw conclusions (extended abstract).

2.4 Instructional Design
Instructional designers use taxonomy concepts to guide course
creation. Merrill proposed the Component Display Theory
(CDT) for instructional design [46,47]. It classifies learning
along two dimensions: content (facts, concepts, procedures, and
principles) and performance (remembering, using, and
generalizing). A complete lesson would consist of an objective
followed by some combination of rules, examples, recall,
practice, feedback, helps and mnemonics appropriate to the
subject matter and learning task

2.3 Structure of the Observed Learning
Outcome (SOLO)
The SOLO taxonomy makes no reference to cognitive
characteristics of the learner’s performance or to the affective
dimension. It focuses on the content of the learner’s response to
what is being assessed. It endeavours to identify the nature of
that content and the structural relationships within that content.
The content could be designed to assess knowledge, cognitive
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3. THE USE OF TAXONOMIES IN
COMPUTER SCIENCE EDUCATION
LITERATURE
3.1 Existing Literature on Taxonomies for
Computer Science

Use

Principle

Procedur
e

Concept

Remember
Fact

Level of performance

there is not yet much reported experience of using it for
assessment in a range of subjects.

Find

A number of papers have explored how various generic
taxonomies can be applied to computing topics. In particular,
there are three ways in which such taxonomies have been
applied: to the design of courses at various levels of granularity
in time, the design of teaching, learning and assessment
materials, and, finally, the analysis of student responses to
exercises. In this section, we review work on these topics.

Type of content
The types of content are very similar to the knowledge
dimensions of the revised cognitive Bloom’s taxonomy [3]. The
Use performance level focuses on an ability to use an existing
framework to process input. The Find performance level focuses
on the ability to create a new framework through the adaptation
of existing rules. This has similarities to the Apply and Create
categories of the revised cognitive taxonomy.

3.1.1 Design of Courses
Some authors propose using these taxonomies for the design or
evaluation of courses. Indeed, the notation of educational
objectives was the original purpose of Bloom’s taxonomy. This
can be at a number of different granularities: it could be used for
describing student progress through a single topic, through a
course, or through a whole degree programme.

2.5 Discussion of existing taxonomies
By far the most widely used of the taxonomies reviewed above
is the original work by Bloom et al. Its strengths are that it is
based on extensive analysis of test items, its simplicity, and its
identification of distinct, recognizable aspects of the cognitive
domain. Instructors have taken it to mean that they can assess
comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation
and that this hierarchy maps onto a grading scheme. The
weaknesses of the original Bloom’s taxonomy is that the
categories have not always proved easy to apply, that there is
significant overlap between the categories and debate about the
order in the hierarchy of analysis, synthesis and evaluation. In
addition, its simplicity means that each category combines
different types of cognitive activity.

Howard et al. [23] propose to clearly identify goals for every
lesson, and to assign them to a given level of the taxonomy.
Most lessons have a number of knowledge goals, but achieving
other levels varies during the course. Plotting the highest level
of each level in a graph shows the evolution of the course
according to knowledge depth. Scott [65] states that assessment
should measure the level achieved by each student, and the
grade should depend on his/her achievement. In particular, he
notices that his teaching has been covering levels 3 (application)
and 6 (evaluation). Buck and Stucki [11] outline an inside/out
pedagogical approach based on Bloom's taxonomy for cognitive
development. This framework allows students to comprehend
the basic concepts before they are asked to apply them.

There are many variants of the original Bloom. There is
evidence that the revised category names used by Anderson et al
have been adopted by instructors but it is not clear that the
added complexity of distinguishing aspects of the cognitive
domain such as procedural and metacognitive knowledge
outweighs the simplicity of the original scheme. Facione’s work
is similar in its approach to improving on Bloom.

Doran and Langan [17] report on a project that implemented a
cognitive-based approach (using Bloom’s taxonomy) to the first
two years of a computing degree, using strategic sequencing
(spiral) and associated mastery levels of key topics. The project
also investigated the use of structured closed labs, with frequent
feedback and early use of teams. They used course microobjectives mapped to specific levels in Bloom’s taxonomy.
Machanick [43] describe his experience of applying Bloom's
Taxonomy in design three different courses.

The work of Niemierko, Tollingerova and Bespalko has strong
similarities to Bloom but produces two separate dimensions
related to knowing and applying. This addresses the difficulty of
regarding Bloom’s categories as a single hierarchy but does not
map so nicely onto a six or seven point scale. Component
display theory identifies essentially the same dimensions but is
specialized for use in computer-based instruction.

Some applications have applied the taxonomy across a
programme of study for a degree. For example, Sanders &
Mueller [64] discuss the redesign of the curriculum at his
university to bring material that is concerned mainly with lower
Bloom levels to the early years of a degree programme, and vice
versa. In other areas, Bloom's taxonomy has also been used to
redesign whole curricula. In particular, Reynolds & Fox [62]
extend a curriculum in Information Technology based on the
ACM Curriculum’91 to include new knowledge units and
describe they fit it in Bloom taxonomy levels. In the same area,
Azuma et al. [4] extend this taxonomy in order to apply it to
Software Engineering. Manaris & McCauley [44] presented one
possible implementation of the HCI curricular guidelines

SOLO is very different to the other taxonomies reviewed above
because it deals with the content of the learner’s response to
what is being assessed. Its holistic approach means that it can be
used to assess performance in the affective and psychomotor, as
well as cognitive, domains. By comparison with Bloom, it may
be regarded as giving less guidance to instructors because is
does not map onto categories of cognitive performance that can
be singled out for assessment. Its strength is in encouraging a
holistic approach that supports deep learning, its weakness that
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Six C’s of the Knowledge Supply Chain in order to contribute a
new approach for assessing the role of knowledge management
systems including value, skill sets, learning, modeling, and
media.

included in CC’01. This implementation employs Bloom’s
taxonomy to identify levels of student competence for each of
the learning objectives.
Oliver et al. [51] discuss the idea of a Bloom Rating for courses
of study. The course assessments are analysed by instructors and
the level in Bloom’s taxonomy that the assessment is designed
to engage the students at. These are then averaged for all of the
assessments on the course, and this is termed the Bloom rating.
This is then applied to looking at how courses develop in the
cognitive demands that they make on the students over the three
years of their degree programme. They note that some modules
early in the degree programme have a high rating, and some
towards the end have a low rating.

3.1.2 Design of Teaching Materials and
Assessments
Another way in which these taxonomies are used is in designing
teaching materials and assessments. For example, structuring
materials to help students to move through a taxonomy, or
structuring assessments so that they assess a wide range of levels
of engagement with this material.

This paper makes a number of assumptions about the use of
Bloom’s taxonomy. Firstly, that the course should develop
students’ cognitive skills over the (three) years of the course,
engaging students at a low cognitive level at the beginning of
the degree and working towards the higher levels towards the
end of the degree. There is also the assumption that an
assessment works at one particular level. A danger with this is
that becomes normative, and that it is used as a “quality
measure” – the higher the Bloom rating, the better the course.

A number of authors have discussed how learning taxonomies
can be used for assessment design. Lister [38] notes that typical
assessments in introductory programming leap straight into
higher levels of Bloom’s taxonomy, and presents a course
design and examples of assessments that move students through
the Bloom hierarchy. Thompson [70] reports on the use of the
SOLO taxonomy to structure the marking scheme for a
programming course, and in particular using this taxonomy to
help students understand the grade that they have been assigned.
Farthing et al. [19] discuss the design of a new kind of multiplechoice question (permutational MCQs) that can be used more
readily than traditional questions to assess higher-level skills.

Johnson and Fuller [27] report on two studies of computer
science courses carried out by students in the first year of
computer science studies within a university: a panel of
assessments rated by instructors, and interviews with the
instructors on each course. A significant conclusion from these
studies is that the most significant level for many of the courses
studied is the application level; applying techniques to the
creation of artefacts would seem to be at the core of what the
study of computing is about. However, for complex application
problems students need to use skills that would be classified at
the analysis/synthesis/evaluation levels. The authors propose a
new level of “higher application” for subjects such as
computing. This encompasses cognitive activity that is aimed a
solving a problem, yet which needs the traditionally “higher
level”
skills
that
engage
students
at
the
analysis/synthesis/evaluation level.

Lahtinen and Ahoniemi [36] are concerned with the use of
taxonomies for the design of visualizations to help students
understand programming not only in the elementary cognitive
levels but to support their progress further also. They look at
each level of Bloom’s taxonomy, and discuss the kinds of visual
material that would be relevant to presenting and interacting
with material at each level resulting into a categorization of
program visualization examples. Naps et al. [49] make a
comprehensive study about the educational effectiveness of
visualizations for computer programming education. They
identify a set of good practices that have proved to be
educationally effective. Bloom’s taxonomy is proposed as a
standard framework that educators can use to measure such
effectiveness. Ihantola et al. [25] have developed a taxonomy of
algorithm visualizations: whilst not a “learning taxonomy” as
such (it does not give a structure for how students’ development
is meant to be guided by these visualizations) it could be used
alongside such a learning taxonomy to investigate the match
between students’ development as learners and the technology
required to support that development.

A recent paper by Kramer [31] identifies abstraction as a core
skill that is important for many areas of computer science. The
author discusses Piaget’s model of cognitive development,
which consists of four stages: sensorimotor, pre-operational,
concrete operational, and formal operational [54]. His argument
is based on studies that show that a significant percentage of the
general population do not develop this final stage in the
taxonomy: they do not progress to the stage of making
significant use of the formal operational processes. Following on
from this, he argues that getting students to this stage is a
prerequisite for the students studying many aspects of
computing, and that we should devise courses that ensure that
students reach this stage of general cognitive engagement with
material that they encounter before teaching most computing
topics, or that we could use measures of abstraction ability as a
way of selecting students for computing courses.

Some authors have designed software tools to assist at some
level. Thus, Kumar [34] has developed a set of applets (named
“problets”) to assist at the application level for well-delimited
topics. Each problet allows randomly generating instances of a
problem involving a concept, a question to be answered and
some kind of visualization or interaction to help solving the
problem.
Buck and Stucki [11] extend the JKarelRobot environment to
give support to all the levels in Bloom’s taxonomy. For instance,
students are continuously asked the next statement to be
executed by Karel. At the end of the run, they are given a score
that shows their competence at the comprehension level. AlaMutka [2] reports a different automated assessment approach.
Facts: there exist different objectives and evaluations but these

Finally, Rademacher [56] reports research in progress includes
the conceptual development of a model and metrics to determine
and classify the level of cognition and added value included in
selected knowledge management (KM) systems. He joins
Bloom’s Taxonomy of Cognitive Objectives and Greenwood’s
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understand their grade and how performance fits into overall
progress on courses. In particular, this paper gives
comprehensive guidance to lecturers who are considering using
Bloom-style structuring for their assessments. Cukierman and
McGee Thompson [16] report on the use of Bloom’s taxonomy
directly with students, in order to help students devise learning
strategies to help with their learning of topics in computer
science.

objectives are not reached. The reasons are: There aren’t
obvious and joint criteria and the design of tasks is not careful.
A possible solution is to design the objectives, the tasks and the
assessments with some obvious criteria based in Bloom's
Taxonomy.
Hernán-Losada et al. [21] describe insecurities and ambiguities
that they found in applying taxonomies to the design of
educational tools. They may classify difficulties into two
classes: terminology and the inherent complexity of
programming itself. They propose a guide to use the taxonomy
within the Computer Science. Moving on from this, in their
more recent paper [22] they describe their experiences with
designing and developing learning tools inspired by the
taxonomy of Bloom. They present a generic framework for the
design of these applications and describe the tools developed for
the learning of object-oriented programming.

The paper by Burgess [13] reports on the author’s experience
with using Bloom’s taxonomy in marking assessments. The
grade given to an assessment depends on the level in Bloom’s
taxonomy that the student’s response suggests that that student
is working at.
Buckley and Exton [12] review Bloom’s taxonomy as a richer
descriptive framework for programmers’ knowledge of code and
illustrates how various software maintenance tasks map to
knowledge levels in this hierarchy. A pilot study (with 2
students) is presented showing how participants’ knowledge of
software may differ at various levels of this hierarchy.

3.1.3 Analysis of Student Responses to Exercises,
and Measuring Student Progress
Whalley et al. [72] investigate the results of applying the Bloom
and SOLO taxonomies to analysing the results of a
programming exercise that was carried out by students at a
number of universities. Nine of the questions in this exercise
were multiple choice, the final was a free-text question that
required students to give an English description of a piece of
code. The conclusions of this paper are that the difficulty of
these questions correlates strongly with their placement on the
taxonomies (in that most students can tackle the lower-rated
questions, a subset of those can perform on the higher level
questions, then a subset of them on the highest). A particular
item of interest is the free-text question that was asked at the
end. The authors use SOLO to analyse the responses to these
questions. This is carried further in [43] where they analyse the
responses to this question and to a further question, related to
classifying programs and investigating similarity between
programs, and examine students responses using the SOLO
taxonomy.

4. EXAMPLES OF THE USE
TAXONOMIES IN SOME CANONICAL
COMPUTER SCIENCE COURSES
The interaction between typical computing learning outcomes
and taxonomies can be further illustrated through examples.
This subsection presents three such examples, chosen to be
typical of courses that appear in a wide range of computing
curricula. One is a first year course, the second is from material
that is often given at an intermediate level and the third
demonstrates features of final year courses. They are all based
on actual courses but have been adapted to suit the needs of this
paper. The discussion covers the use of Bloom’s taxonomy of
the cognitive domain and the SOLO taxonomy, because these
are the only ones that we found being used in practice in the
computer science education literature. In addition, there is some
consideration of Bloom’s taxonomy of the affective domain
because this could improve constructive alignment between the
values instructors want to instill and the ways we assess
computing students.

Lister et al. [42] report on the authors use of the SOLO
taxonomy to describe differences in the way students and
educators solve small code reading exercises. Data was collected
in the form of written and think-aloud responses from students
(novices) and educators (experts), using exam questions. During
analysis, the responses were mapped to the different levels of the
SOLO taxonomy. From think-aloud responses, the authors
found that educators tended to manifest a SOLO relational
response on small reading problems, whereas students tended to
manifest a multistructural response. These results are consistent
with the literature on the psychology of programming, but the
work in this paper extends on these findings by analyzing the
design of exam questions.

4.1 Introductory Programming Example
4.1.1 Description of course
This is typical introductory object-oriented programming course.
It lasts for a single semester and takes an objects-first approach
to teaching Java programming, closely following a well-known
textbook. The students have lectures and classes (labs) each
week. The lectures, which are optional, introduce new concepts.
Students are expected to do programming exercises in the class
sessions and finish these off in their own time. Some of the class
exercises are marked and these marks contribute 20% of the
final course result. The main assessment for the course is
currently a closed book examination that contains a mixture of
multiple choice questions and essay answers.

Lister and Leaney [39,40] also notice that typical programming
assignments correspond to level 5 (synthesis). Instead, they
group the six levels of the taxonomy into three pairs, so that
achieving a level in a given pair yields the corresponding A, B
or C grade. In addition, they identify grading practices adequate
to each pair, namely lab exercises and exams, multiple choice
exams, assignments, projects, and peer review. These ideas have
been applied by Box [9], in particular emphasizing the way in
which taxonomies can be used to provide a transparent means by
which assignments can be explained to students and students can

4.1.2 Learning Outcomes
At the end of the course students will be able to

•
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Use an object-oriented programming language to write
programs.

•

•

Discussion This test item could be assessing recall if it is using
an example that the students have seen before. If they have not,
it could be a simple example of application of a rule. A
conscientious, or over anxious, student could have come across
this example before even if it was not used in lectures. A student
who did not bother to go to lectures may be applying thise rule
from first principles, even if the examiner expects students to be
using recall. It is thus hard in practice to determine which of
these two Bloom cognitive levels a student is performing at.

Discuss the quality of solutions through consideration
of issues such as encapsulation, cohesion and
coupling.
Recognise and be guided by social, professional and
ethical issues and guidelines

4.1.3 Assessment using Bloom in the cognitive
domain
Bloom’s taxonomy in the cognitive domain is conventionally
used to assess the first two learning outcomes given above. A
typical approach is to write assessment items that are intended to
assess at a single level and then to award some fraction of the
total number of marks available, depending on how complete the
student’s response is seen as being. It is relatively unusual to
have tasks that are seen as giving students the chance to respond
at more than one level, along with assessment criteria indicating
which level the student is seen as operating at.

4.1.3.2 Example 2
In designing an application, the concept of coupling is
important. One guideline states that you should have
weak coupling. What is coupling, and why should you
have weak coupling?
Discussion This tests whether students have reached the
“explain” level. In the unlikely event that the reasons for weak
coupling have not been spelt out in lectures, it could be at a
considerably higher level.

4.1.3.1 Example 1
Consider the following class definition.
public class Car
{
public int numberOfSeats;
private String model;
private int engineCode;
public Car(String model)
{
model = model;
}
public int getSeats()
{
return numberOfSeats;
}

4.1.3.3 Example 3
Write a method to calculate the winnings of a lottery ticket
with three integers, a, b and c on it. The header of the
method is
public int lotteryTicket(int a, int b, int
c)
If the numbers are all different from each other, the
method returns 0. If all of the numbers are the same, the
method returns 20. If two of the numbers are the same,
the method returns 10. For example:
lotteryTicket(1, 2, 3) → 0
lotteryTicket(2, 2, 2) → 20

private String getModel()
{
return model;
}

lotteryTicket(1, 1, 2) → 10
Write a full implementation of this method.
Discussion The instructor is likely to expect this to be
straightforward example of apply.

public void setEngineCode(int code)
{
int n = code * 2;
if(code >= 100) {
engineCode = n;
}
else {
engineCode = code;
}
}
}

4.1.4 Assessment using SOLO
Example 1 above focuses on a single piece of information, ie
recognizing the naming of an accessor method. This means that
it can be used to assess at the unistructural level.

4.1.4.1 Example 4
Provide two examples of loop constructs that can be used
in a method to calculate the minimum value in an array.
The header of the method is
public int min(int []a)

Decide which statement is correct (A, B or C). Only one
statement is correct.

Discussion this test item requires identification of two distinct
loop constructs but not necessarily working code. This means
that it can be used to assess at the multistructural level. If the
question asked the student to write a routine that calculates the
minimum value then it is targeting a relational response since to
develop working code requires an understanding of how
different constructs work together.

Accessors / mutators
(a) The method getSeats
method.

is an accessor

(b) The method getSeats is a mutator method.
(c) The method getSeats is both an accessor
and a mutator method.

4.1.4.2 Example5
In plain English, explain what the following
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Figure 1. Example 8.
time for this learning to be embedded, so it is not very feasible
to assess it during this module. The answer may be to move the
assessment of the affective dimension to a later course.

segment of code does:

bool bValid = true;
for (int i = 0; i < iMAX-1; i++)
{
if (iNumbers[i] > iNumbers[i+1])
{
bValid = false;
}
}

4.2 Databases Example
4.2.1 Description of course

Discussion This seeks a relational response in the sense that the
student needs to recognise what is being performed as a whole
(relational response) rather than describing the actions of the
individual statements (multistructural response); see [40,70,72].

This course is an introduction to the principles, use, and
applications of database systems. It assumes no previous
knowledge of databases or database technologies. Topics
include: an introduction to relational database systems,
relational database model, entity-relationship model, relational
algebra, SQL, relational design, and advanced topics such as
relational query evaluation, XML databases, and fundamentals
of transactions and concurrency.

4.1.4.3 Example 6

4.2.2 Learning Outcomes

Performance at the extended abstract level requires students to
generalise their knowledge. An example of testing for this could
be as follows: the students have been taught how to use an
ArrayList. They are now asked to implement code using the Java
library LinkedList class. This expects them to generalise the
knowledge of working with one collection type and apply it in a
near context.

This course contributes to the development of the following
capabilities:
• Enabling Knowledge: Fundamental database concepts
including analyzing, designing, defining, constructing and
manipulating relational database systems.
• Problem Solving: Ability to design and implement
database solutions for various application areas and to
build queries for users’ needs, based on analysis of data
modeling problem specifications.

4.1.5 Assessment in the Affective Domain
The learning outcome “Recognise and be guided by social,
professional and ethical issues and guidelines” represents an
area of learning in which instructors want students to take what
they have learnt to heart, not simply to be able to play back what
has been told to them. To provide constructive alignment
between learning outcome and assessment, it is necessary to
assess in the affective domain. The problem is that there is no

• Critical Analysis: Ability to analyze data modeling
problem specifications and derive alternative conceptual
models that represent the problem in different perspectives
leading to alternative database designs.
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Discussion This is a more complex example of analysis. It falls
short of Synthesis, or Creating in the revised Bloom’s
taxonomy, because the problem is very self contained and there
is effectively a single right answer. If the student had to find out
about the world of movies as well as about databases, it would
required synthesis.

4.2.3 Assessment using Bloom’s taxonomy in the
cognitive domain
4.2.3.1 Example 7
The INSERT statement provides an optional clause to list
the columns that you are inserting values into. Why is it
prudent to list the columns when you are developing code
for a production system?

4.2.3.5 Example 11
For each schedule below, tell whether it is conflictserializable. If yes, also tell:

Discussion This invites students to describe the syntax of an
INSERT statement and infer what can go wrong. This is the
Comprehension level of Bloom’s cognitive taxonomy. However,
students who do not know the syntax but have learnt by trial and
error that not listing the columns can produce unexpected results
may answer at the lower level of Remember.

• Whether it is recoverable;
• Whether it avoids cascading rollbacks;
• Whether it is possible under strict 2PL.
(a) T1.write(B), T2.read(A), T2.write(A), T1.read(A),
T1.write(A), T1.commit, T2.commit
(b) T1.write(B), T2.read(A), T2.write(A), T1.read(A),
T1.write(A), T2.commit, T1.commit
(c) T1.write(B), T2.read(A), T2.write(A), T2.commit,
T1.read(A), T1.write(A), T1.commit
(d) T1.write(B), T2.read(A), T1.read(A), T2.write(A),
T1.write(A), T2.commit, T1.commit
(e) T2.write(B), T2.read(A), T2.write(A), T1.write(B),
T2.commit, T1.read(A), T1.commit
Discussion This also requires analysis but falls short of
evaluation.

4.2.3.2 Example 8
See Figure 1.
Discussion Most database courses drill students on this kind of
problem, so the question requires Application of known rules.
Note that no explanation is required. Many instructors would
consider that this would make the question more difficult, even
though Comprehension, and Explaining in Anderson et al’s
revision of Bloom’s taxonomy, comes at a lower level than
Application.

4.2.3.3 Example 9

4.2.4 Assessment using SOLO

A database contains the following tables:

Example 7 above seeks a unistructural response because it deals
with a single construct. Example 8 is multistructural because
knowledge of both Insert and Delete constructs is required but
they are used independently. Examples 9 and 10 target a
relational response because the student has to understand how
SQL syntax can be applied to her or his analysis of the problem.
Example 11 is also seeking a relational response.

MOVIE(movieID, title, yearReleased, genre,
ratingCode, nationality)
RATING(ratingCode, ratingDescription)
PERSON(name, DoB)
MOVIE_PERSON(movieID, name, role)
where role can take the values “Director”, “Producer”, etc.

4.3 Computing Professionalism Examples

Write a query to return the title, rating, and year released
of all movies released from 1970 – 1995 inclusive that
were directed by Quentin Tarantino, Ron Howard, or Brian
DePalma. Movies should be listed from most to least
recent with titles listed alphabetically for each year.

Professionalism within computing is a topic of concern to many
professional organizations (IEEE/ACM, BCS etc). These
organizations have sought to make professionalism an explicit
learning objective (instructional modules) at the university-level.
Within computing, this often involves some form of work-based
learning. The question of concern is how to assess
professionalism? Instructors have often relied on written reports
to assess the student’s ability to apply professional concepts.
Additionally, many instructors have attempted to assess
professionalism through the use of peer, employee and self
evaluations.

Discussion This type of question typically presents a new
scenario to the students, so they are expected to operate at the
Analysis level to solve it.

4.2.3.4 Example 10
Roger Ebert, a well-known movie critic, wants to compare
directors across ratings and genres to see if there are any
trends (e.g., do certain directors typically choose movies
from a particular genre with particular ratings?). Using the
tables in example 10 above, write a query to help Roger
analyze the directors who have released one or more
movies since 1960. Specifically, list each director along
with the genre, rating description, and the number of
movies the director has directed in the given genre with
the given rating. However, keep the amount of data
manageable by only including rows with more than 10
movies. List your results from highest to lowest number of
movies. If multiple rows have the same number of movies
then list the director, genre, and rating description
alphabetically.

4.3.1 Description of course
A course in computing professionalism covering topics
concerning the social impact, implications and effects of
computers on society, and the responsibilities of computer
professionals in directing the emerging technology. Relevant
professional skills are explored via active-learning activities
such as business writing, oral presentations, debates, job hunting
and interviewing, professional etiquette, critical thinking, and
peer reviewing. An extension to this course gives students the
opportunity to apply their skills in consulting capacity, working
with real clients to solve their problems.

4.3.2 Learning Outcomes
Students completing this course should be able to...
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• review and analyze the effects—both anticipated and
observed—of the insertion of computer technology into
many aspects of society;

(losing jobs to automation), Cryptography and public
encryption, Whistle-blowing.
Discussion This allows students to demonstrate skills of
analysis, synthesis and evaluation. Note that because they are
asked to take a stance for the sake of debate, they cannot be
assessed in the affective domain.

• combine their understanding of technology's effects with
their personal values, to express and carry out ethical
behavior with respect to computing and its impacts,
including an ability to articulate and weigh the pros and
cons associated with diverse ethical positions;

4.3.3.3 Example 15
Proposal to a hypothetical work group about a
professional issue: This assignment takes place in four
phases. The first deliverable is a two-page (500 words)
plan for how the student is approaching the proposalwriting process. The second will be a first draft of an 8page proposal (approximately 2000 words) researched
and written according to the earlier plan. The third
deliverable is review of another student’s proposal. The
fourth deliverable is a final draft of the proposal, in which
the student makes revisions and responds explicitly to the
review feedback.

• identify, analyze, and act upon work situations that have
potential ethical, legal, or other professional implications;
• produce written documents of varying type and size in a
competent and professional fashion, including the ability
to review and critique colleagues' work;
• design and deliver an interesting, concise, and relevant
oral presentation with technical content.
Students completing the extended course will
• Be able to apply the concepts and techniques required to
build software systems to meet the needs of small
enterprises

Discussion This gives students excellent opportunities to
demonstrate synthesis and evaluation.

• Have developed their own computing professional identity
through applying the ACM/IEEE code of ethics

4.3.4 Assessment using the SOLO taxonomy
If the SOLO taxonomy is used in assessing professionalism then
for a unistructural assessment, a single professionalism attribute
would be assessed. A multiustructural assessment would seek to
assess to professionalism attributes in a way that was
independent of each other. A relational assessment would focus
on how the professionalism attributes are integrated together in
the assessment exercise. An extended abstract assessment would
seek to observe professional attributes that are being interpreted
in new ways.

• Interact “professionally” with a client through meetings,
written reports and email.

4.3.3 Assessment using Bloom’s taxonomy in the
cognitive domain
4.3.3.1 Example 12 A review of a technical article
Following reviewing and editing guidelines, students are
asked to analyze and critique an assigned article,
including providing an answer to questions dealing with
the organization and writing style of the article.

In utilizing the SOLO taxonomy, it is not simply the
professionalism attributes that can be assessed. In assessing at
the relational or extended abstract level, it is possible to assess
how professionalism interacts with or relates to other more
technical attributes.

Discussion This requires students to Evaluate in the cognitive
domain. There is also an element of Synthesis (Creating in the
revised taxonomy), particularly if the students are expected to
extend the review to their own discussion of the topic of the
article.

4.3.5 Assessment in the Affective Domain
The learning outcomes of the extended course described above
are concerned with the development of professional attitudes
and values as well as with cognitive skills. These can be
measured using a variety of instruments. One is a reflective log,
in which students are asked to report their feelings and motives
and to evaluate their own performance in the consultancy role.
Another instrument is the instructor’s observation: was the
student proactive in working professionally or was nagging
required to ensure that tasks were completed punctually and to a
high standard? Finally, feedback from the clients has an
important role in determining whether the student’s professional
values and commitment are demonstrated under all
circumstances.

4.3.3.2 Example 13 Group Debates
The debates are intended to sharpen the student’s skills
to adopt and support one or more viewpoints on an issue
about ethics or professionalism in the workplace. The
class is broken down into groups of 4-5 students. Each
team will choose an ethics topic and write a scenario that
raises issues associated with this topic. Teams are
instructed to choose topics that have believable
arguments both pro and con.
General topics to consider include Special needs, ADA
requirements, Universal accessibility, Consideration of
public risks in system development, Internet censorship,
Competitive intelligence or industrial espionage,
Intellectual rights, copyrights, & patents, Privacy, National
missile defense system, Protection of the environment or
ecology, Ethics of medicine or biotechnology, Scientific
fraud or plagiarism, Hackers, Professional and legal
liability for defective information or software, Viruses,
worms, and other "malware", Technological obsolescence

5. WHAT IS SPECIFIC ABOUT
COMPUTER SCIENCE
The learning taxonomies discussed in sections 2 and 3 are
generic, implying that the types of learning and the ordering of
the hierarchy are constant across subjects. However, this may
not be the case. For example, in applied subjects such as
computing, a principal learning objective is the ability to
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Knowledge representation

develop artifacts (in computing, pieces of software) [30]; by
contrast, instructors in other subjects (such as English
Literature) place more emphasis on skills of critique and less on
producing artifacts (such as novels). It could therefore be argued
that in applied subjects, Application encompasses Synthesis and
Evaluation, rather than being a lower level skill. It is notable
that the recent ACM overview of computing curricula [28]
refers to performance competencies rather than learning
outcomes, reinforcing the perceived importance of Application.

Efficiency in problem solving
Abstraction/modularity
Novelty/creativity
Categorization
Communication skills with experts in other domains
Adoption of good practice in software engineering

We can also distinguish between disciplines in which there is an
emphasis on learning through interpreting and those in which
learning is predominantly achieved through doing. Economics
and Theology could be seen as examples of the former, Dance
and Music performance of the latter. This is not to suggest that
Economics and Theology do not require their students to do in
the sense of repeatedly writing essays; however they are learning
about the practice of the subject rather than running an economy
or developing a new religion. Computing students are expected
to do a lot of learning through doing, whether it is learning
about software engineering by developing systems of increasing
complexity, learning about networking by implementing
protocols or learning about group dynamics by working in
teams.

This final feature of computing reflects the need to develop
professional skills and values. It is not enough that students
should know what constitutes good programming style; we want
them to have taken this to heart so that they instinctively write
elegant code whenever they work on a piece of software, not just
when marks are explicitly available for doing so. Similarly, any
intended learning outcome relating to the ACM/IEEE or other
professional code of conduct ought to go beyond “Knows about
the code of conduct”. We want students to respond positively to
it by internalizing it and making it part of their personal set of
moral and ethical principles, so that they automatically behave
according to its precepts, even under challenging circumstances

There are several other characteristics that apply specifically to
computer science as discipline. First, and perhaps foremost,
studying processes and problem solutions is very central to, if
not the essence of, computer science. One could say that solving
problems and producing an effective and efficient solution is the
core goal of a computer science professional. Computer science
centrally involves modeling the real world, representing
domains of the most varied nature and complexity, representing
knowledge in general and dealing with processes and solutions
for problems in such domains.

6. A NEW TAXONOMY FOR
COMPUTER SCIENCE
In this section we present a new taxonomy designed to be
suitable for computer science and engineering, especially for
learning programming (in the broadest meaning of the word).
We also present a novel way to apply any existing taxonomy
which better deals with modularity and increasing levels of
abstraction, aspects that typify engineering and computer
science in particular.

In order to address the complexities of the problems and
domains, there is an essential need to abstract and decompose
problems into subproblems and modules. Abstraction,
modularity and reusage of previous solutions constitute essential
abilities needed by any computer science researcher or
professional.

6.1 Two Dimensional Adaptation of Bloom’s
Taxonomy – The Matrix Taxonomy
The intent of the proposed taxonomy is to provide a more
practicable framework for assessing learner capabilities in
computer science and engineering. The immediate target for this
work is computer programming, but we feel the taxonomy is
applicable to other fields of engineering in which practitioners
produce complex systems. It is meant as a partial solution since
(among other things) it does not address the affective domain,
only indirectly deals with abstraction skills, and incompletely
handles structural relationships in the content.

Other characteristics of computer science are creativity and
openness to novelty, considering that they are inherently related
to finding solutions to problems. It is also worthy of notice that
computer science is becoming more and more multidisciplinary,
and hence professionals and academics need good
communication skills not only among themselves but also with
experts in other disciplines.
The following list of keywords encompasses what this working
group considers to be intrinsic characteristics of computer
science. Clearly, a comprehensive learning taxonomy should be
useable for assessment of all of them.

The inspiration for this taxonomy was research [41,73]
indicating that comprehension of program code and the ability to
produce program code are two semi-independent capabilities.
Students who can read programs may not necessarily be able to
write programs of their own. And the ability to write program
code does not imply the ability to debug it. Robins et al. [63]
describe this independent interpretive skill as the ability to
distinguish the intended behavior of the program from the actual
behavior of the program.

Intrinsic characteristics of computer science:
Problem solving
Domain modelling
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Although a review of the literature reveals a wide range of
possible candidates, only Bloom’s taxonomy of the cognitive
domain appears to be widely used in computer science course
and assessment design. Its main strengths are that the levels are
reasonably easy to understand and there is a developing
literature, reviewed above, on how to use it to devise test items.
Thus we felt it would form the most natural basis for our
proposed taxonomy.

the state "Apply/Remember", i.e. applying/trying to apply the
concept without real understanding, with trial and error. This
behaviour is illustrated in Figure 3. If instead of imitating, the
student decides to first find more information on this concept, as
from a book, they might proceed to the cell "none/Understand"
to the right of the initial cell. This means that the student is not
yet able to produce program code, but he might already
understand the meaning behind this concept.

We used the revised version of Bloom’s taxonomy [6] which
responded to problems with the linear approach at the higher
levels. It provides a level of creation (Higher Application) which
requires competency at all the previous levels and one that does
not (Create). In order to visualize this distinction and the semiindependent skills of reading and writing program code, our
taxonomy employs a two dimensional matrix with an adaptation
of Bloom’s taxonomy which is presented in Figure 2.

A competent practitioner of a concept would be placed in the
cell "Create/Evaluate", which means that he is able to perform at
all the competency levels in the matrix. This can also be
identified as the level Higher Application [27] and can be
reached through different paths as shown in Figure 6.
However, there are students who attain only some of the
competencies. For instance, the theoretical students identified in
a cluster analysis study [37] may be placed in the cell
"none/Evaluate" which means that they are able to read program
code, analyze, and even evaluate it, but cannot yet design a
solution or produce program code. This is not the most common
pathway for students to follow, but these students have only
proceeded in the horizontal direction as shown in Figure 4.
The same study revealed another group, called the practical
students, who could be placed in the cell "Create/Understand" of
the matrix. Being in that cell would indicate the ability to apply
and synthesize without the ability to analyse or evaluate even
their own program code. This behaviour is illustrated in Figure
5. The problem for these practical students is in not being able
to debug their own solutions when they encounter errors.

Figure 2. A graphical presentation of the two dimensional
adaptation of Bloom’s taxonomy.
The dimensions of the matrix represent the two separate ranges
of competencies: the ability to understand and interpret an
existing product (i.e. program code), and the ability to design
and build a new product. Levels related to interpretation are
placed on the horizontal axis and levels related to generation are
placed on the vertical axis, with the lowest levels at the lower
left corner. The names of the levels are from the revised version
of Bloom’s, as we feel they are sufficiently unambiguous. It is
understood that students traverse each axis in strict sequence.
For example, it is not possible to begin to do synthesis (Create)
until there is some degree of competency through the Apply
Level.

6.1.1 Applying the taxonomy – traversing the
matrix

Figure 3. A student trapped in trial and error approach

The matrix should be especially useful for instructors needing a
marking grid for their students. Also it rather clearly illustrates
all the different learning paths students may take, as discovered
in recent work by Lahtinen [37].
Different students take different "learning paths" in the matrix
taxonomy. For instance, when a student learns a new
programming concept he first achieves the knowledge of this
concept. At that point the student is in the cell (the state of)
"none/Remember" shown in Figure 2. If this student continues
with learning by imitating a ready example of a program but
without deep understanding of the concept, they will achieve
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Mapping Programming Activities to the Matrix
We provide a mapping from a set of computer programming
activities to the cells of the matrix in order to illustrate the
discriminatory power of the proposed taxonomy for this subject
area. This is done with a list of problem-solving activities
related to programming collected as a reaction to difficulties
encountered in using Bloom’s Taxonomy. The activities shown
in Table 1 are mapped to the cells of the taxonomy. See Figure
7.
Table 1 – A list of problem-solving activities related to
programming

Figure 4. The pathway of the students who attain only
theoretical competencies.

Solution
Activity

Description

Adapt

modify a solution for other domains/ranges

Analyse

probe the [time] complexity of a solution

Apply

use a solution as a component in a larger
problem

Debug

both detect and correct flaws in a design

Design

devise a solution structure

Implement

put into lowest level, as in coding a
solution, given a completed design

Model

illustrate or create an abstraction of a
solution

Present

explain a solution to others

Recognize

base knowledge, vocabulary of the domain

Refactor

redesign a solution (as for optimization)

Relate

understand a solution in context of others

Trace

desk-check a solution

To “adapt” a solution probably requires competency close to
Create on the vertical scale and at least Understand on the
horizontal scale, because modifying involves production and
knowing what and how to modify requires understanding.
“Apply” in the meaning of Table 1 may be as high as Create on
the vertical axis since it calls for some creative ability, probably
more than implied by the Apply level, in spite of its name. The
position in the horizontal axis depends on the situation. To
“debug” calls for a collaboration of both interpretation and
building so should be high on both axes, perhaps in the cell
“Create/Analyse”. The ability to “design” naturally implies
Create on the vertical scale and likely some degree of
interpretation on the horizontal scale, though how much is
uncertain.

Figure 5. The pathway of the students who attain only practical
competencies.

“Refactor” and “Relate” are shown at the highest level of
interpretation because both call for a deep understanding of the
context of the problem and solution. We view “refactoring” as
involving an improvement on the original design, thus admitting
a possible placement even higher than “design”.
To avoid belaboring the mapping example, we simply state that
similar reasoning inspired the placement of the remaining
activities. The point is that a mapping is feasible and does result
in a fairly complete covering of the grid. Furthermore, most of
these activities are general enough to be immediately applicable
to other fields of engineering.

Figure 6. The goal, “Create/Evaluate” or Higher Application,
can be reached through different pathways.
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like to encourage its adoption so that an evidence base can be
accumulated.

6.2 Applying Taxonomies Iteratively - a
Spiral Architecture for Applying a Learning
Taxonomy
Robins at al. describe a schema as “a structured chunk of related
knowledge” [63]. The student's learning goes through learning
new schemas, modifying and combining them in order to
produce new, more abstract schemas. Thus, the learning of
programming could be seen as an iterative process. In the very
beginning, the student is taught really simplistic and basic pieces
of information and places to apply them. Instead of learning
some things here and there, programming is a skill that is
learned by building new information on top of earlier
information. So in a way the basic pieces of information
students are first struggling with become the bits and pieces they
use in subsequent learning of new material. Compared to other
cyclic learning styles e.g. the experimental learning style
described by Kolb’s Learning Cycle [30], the idea here is to
proceed to a new level after each cycle.

Figure 7. Mapping programming activities to the Matrix
Several of the solution activities may be amenable to assessment
using the SOLO taxonomy, which considers the organizational
complexity of the problem. This dimension is not at present
well illustrated by our matrix, though it may be expected that
SOLO levels generally increase as one goes from the origin to
the upper right. Consider the activity “present”: One would
prefer the ability of presentation at the relational level of SOLO
as opposed to uni- or multi-structural. “Design”, “relate”, and
“model” are other activities we have identified for which SOLO
is useful. In contrast, “implement” as defined in the table,
involves applying a process to an otherwise completed design,
and thus may be less related to skills involving complexity.

The idea of a cognitive learning taxonomy can also be used in an
iterative, spiral way. When the student is learning the basic
concepts and the simplest subjects, he is going through the
taxonomy in respect of that subject only. After having created a
schema on that subject, he is then guided into a more abstract
subject. When looking only at this new subject, the student is
starting again from the lowest level of taxonomy—but now
using the earlier material as a prerequisite.
The spiral process could be applied to Bloom's taxonomy, in
that when the student is learning a new subject, his
prerequisites—the materials to use in building new
knowledge—have become his new basic knowledge, although
the student has perhaps reached the level Create or Evaluate on
those earlier subjects. Create could be described as the ability to
combine one subject with others in order to build new solutions.
This may also be seen when new solutions or subjects are learnt
by building upon and integrating previous knowledge. This is
easily seen to be true when considering that topics that are
difficult and require in-depth analyzing by students are mere
basic knowledge for expert programmers. Applying Bloom’s
taxonomy iteratively is illustrated in Figure 8.

Many of the activities are related to the ability to work with
abstraction, an ability that is vital for computer programming
and has been discussed as an overriding argument for an
alternative learning taxonomy [33]. Design, model, refactor,
debug, and present may easily be seen to involve extensive
consideration of abstractions. As examples, these activities may
include as sub-activities the following: traversing levels of
abstraction, mapping between levels (precision being essential
for programming!), constructing new abstractions (with the
attendant requirements of retaining needed detail and
eliminating unneeded detail), adapting abstractions, and using
abstractions as models of the original problem and/or solution.

Here is an example of a learning spiral: In the beginning a
programming student is taught how to use a loop structure. He
will go through all the levels of Bloom's taxonomy while
learning it. He knows that a loop can be used for iteration; he
understands how the loop works; he is able to apply a loop
when told etc., eventually learning it thoroughly. After reaching
the highest levels, the loop structure has become a tool for the
student to use in subsequent programming. As the student is
trying to learn how to sort an array, the loop can be seen as his
basis knowledge upon which he is building his new knowledge.
Later as the student is trying to implement a top-application1 to

A subject of some discussion in this working group was how to
apply the matrix taxonomy to the affective domain. We have
designed this taxonomy only for the cognitive domain but noncognitive skills (e.g. social and emotional skills and the adoption
of professional standards) also play a major part in programming
practice. Internalization of professional practices is indeed an
essential component of learning for computer programmers.
Possibilities considered included extending the matrix in one or
both directions by another level, or devising a companion
matrix. Our overall feeling was that there is so little experience
in computer science of assessment of values and attitudes that
this would be premature. Krathwohl, Bloom and Masia’s
taxonomy for the affective domain [32] appears to be usable for
courses aiming to develop professional values and we would

1
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The application that displays and updates sorted information
about the top CPU processes

Discussions with colleagues also exposed a lack of alignment
between learning outcomes and assessment practice in the area
of professionalism. Instructors bemoan students’ lack of
commitment to good engineering principles but fail to assess
this, sending mixed messages to learners. This can be addressed
by assessment in the affective as well as the cognitive domain.
There no evidence in the literature of this being done, so the
most sensible course would be to use an existing taxonomy for
this purpose.

his own operating system, he will use the sorting of an array as a
part of his base knowledge.
Traditionally programming has been taught starting with low
levels of abstraction, moving on bit-by-bit to higher
abstractions. For example, consider learning expressions, loop
structures, functions, classes, design patterns etc. There are still
many situations where one returns for more in-depth learning.
Using a high level programming language itself establishes a
starting level of abstraction, and using the objects-first approach
immediately raises that level. The spiral approach with learning
taxonomies must not be seen as going directly from bottom to
top, but by seeing each round as thoroughly learning some new
piece of information which is then used as a basis for the next
round in the topic. It is of benefit to know how to write
functions using C++ when one is trying to do something similar
but more challenging with a lower level language such as
Assembly, because then one already has knowledge of
procedures, functions, parameters and return values.

We recommend the use of our matrix taxonomy for the design
and assessment of programming and software engineering
courses. We also recommend that instructors and course
designers use Bloom’s taxonomy of the affective domain to
achieve constructive alignment between their desire to produce
computer scientists with professional attitudes and values and
the messages they send through assessment tasks. Further work
is needed to evaluate both these methodologies in computer
science education.

The spiral application of a taxonomy is not limited to any
particular taxonomy such as Bloom's. One round of the spiral
(the learning of a new schema) could be described by any
taxonomy suitable for describing students’ abilities in that
subject. For instance, the Matrix taxonomy proposed in
subsection 1 could be applied in a spiral way. One learning path
from the elementary level “none/Remember” to the Higher
Application level “Create/Evaluate” can be seen as one round of
the spiral. When rising to a higher abstraction level, the student
starts his “ learning path” once again from the lower left corner.
When trying to move up a level of abstraction (as in to start a
new round of the spiral) the student may not have reached the
Higher Application level “Create/Evaluate”. To use his skills as
a basic knowledge for the next, more abstract round the student
may well be in one of the nearby cells, such as
“Create/Analyse”. While already progressing in the next round
(with a more abstract subject), the student may eventually reach
the “Create/Evaluate” state of the earlier level through his
experience in using it. Thus the two rounds would in a way be
followed in parallel for a while. On the other hand, if the student
has taken one of the less desirable learning paths illustrated in
Figures 3 and 4 (theoretical or practical only) and attempts to
progress to the next round, he could be building his knowledge
on misconceptions and may later face problems.

Figure 8. Bloom’s Taxonomy as a Spiral Taxonomy.
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